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NO-DIG LIVE 2014 - PETERBOROUGH 

N o-Dig Live 2014, the 12th in the series of 
trenchless technology exhibitions, is due to 

take place at a new location, the Peterborough 
Arena, between 16 and 18 September 2014 in the 
UK.  

The organisers will again present the daily 
programme of early morning Breakfast Briefing 
sessions. The Briefings run from 08.00 with light 
refreshments until 10.00 when the exhibition 
opens. Visitors are invited to sign up to attend the 
programme of topical sessions and to participate in 
the debates on the day’s subject.  

New for this year are ‘free to attend’ two hour 
‘Trenchless Technology Mini Masterclasses’ 
which are presented by the UKSTT on each day of the show. The sessions have specific emphasis or 
a specialist slant and will be presented by an experienced and knowledgeable industry practitioner. 
More information can be found at www.nodiglive.co.uk  

As well as the educational elements of the event there will also be a wide range of exhibitors both 
indoors and outdoors (where the majority of the ‘live’ machine displays will take place). 

 
EXHIBITORS 
Ant Hire Solutions will be exhibiting a range of cutters, stoppers, inspection cameras and pipe-
scanning equipment. The capabilities of IBAK’s advanced drainage cameras will be shown, along 
with cutters from IMS for re-opening lateral connections. Equipment for Electro Scan’s innovative 
electrical pipeline assessment system will also be on display. 

New and improved products include the Micro Drive 2 cutter from IMS Robotics. Improvements 
include a more durable supply hose, increasing its resistant to damage, and a control switch for the 
air motor, giving more control to the user. The Micro Automatic Plus cutter is also new, and comes 
with a rigid 50 m supply hose to achieve long pushing distances without requiring a separate flexi-
rod. Ant Hire will also be exhibiting the IBAK MiniLite pushrod camera system for the first time 
alongside the Remote Installation Stopper Device, also known as the ‘stopper on a stick’, which has 
been developed by Ant Hire.  

Bauer Equipment UK Limited presents two key partner companies providing suitable solutions for 
trenchless operators. 

ABS Trenchless, a leading 
manufacturer of trenchless technologies, 
has a diverse product range covering four 
distinct disciplines including The 
Controlled rock boring system (CRBS) 
which allows guided piloting in rock or 
other hard dense material; Horizontal 
auger boring systems for guided drilling 
up to 1,500 mm diameter; Cable-pull 
equipment to rehabilitate or replace 
existing service pipelines and Horizontal 
drilling systems to pull in pipes up to 250 
mm diameter. 

MAT is already well regarded across 
UK Piling, Tunnelling, Well-drilling and 
Geothermal Industries for robust design, 
quality components and ease of operation. 
Mud treatment units offer ultimate 
flexibility, due to the modular nature of 
de-sanding plants, with volume capacities 
ranging from 50 m3/hr right up to 850 m3/
hr. MAT also manufactures a wide range 
of Grouting Units, SKC Continuous 
Mixers and SCC Mixing Plant and IPC 
Injection Plant suitable for large to small 
jobs. 

C.Scope will be displaying its new XL2 
range of Cable Avoidance Tools and 
Signal Generators. The new XL2 products 
have new features which enable operators 
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to find more buried utilities by delivering improved 
levels of performance and helping to reduce the effects 
of human error including the Automatic Daily Self-Test 
which means that operators can start work each day 
knowing that the equipment is fully functional. The new 
XL2 range is also available with or without data-logging 
and does not need periodic calibration. 

Since 1966, Canusa-CPS has been a leading developer 
and manufacturer of specialty pipeline coatings for the 
sealing and corrosion protection of pipeline joints and 
other substrates. 

On show at this years No-Dig Live Event Canusa-CPS will be introducing the latest field joint 
coating products for No-Dig applications, including the globally successful DDX Sleeve system for 
HDD operations. Live demonstrations of the installation of these field joint coating products will 
take place at the show. 

CATSURVEYS offers Mobile Ground Penetrating Radar (MGPR). MGPR is the most cost 
effective, low risk solution available for the mass detection of large underground highway 
infrastructure. 

Due to inaccuracies and inconsistencies within utility and underground infrastructure records, 
MGPR has become an essential non-intrusive method of locating large underground objects and 
assets such as structures, culverts, voids and large underground utilities. 

With this in mind, that the company will introduce its latest technology; the vehicle towed 
STREAM-EM MGPR which is positioned via a corrected Global Positioning System (GPS) 
allowing up to 50 linear kilometres of underground recording per day. 

Benefits include: 
 Eliminating carriageway entry, 

complicated Traffic Management (TM) 
setups and works noticing 

 Reducing Health and Safety risks 
 Cost savings by identifying robust route 

identification, with ability to produce Bill 
of Quantities and Materials Estimations 

 Accurate positioning with combination of 
TPS and GPS 

 Eliminating unnecessary intrusive works 
 Real time 3D information/visualisation 
 Enabling design based on facts 
 Recording up to 50 linear kilometres per 

day 
On its own MGPR is a great tool, however by combining its data with other specialist technologies 

on offer has enabled CATSURVEYS to create a unique intelligent deliverable pack that is the 
ultimate non-intrusive survey result, all of which will be on display at No-Dig Live. 

The Dubai-based Channeline International offers GRP structural lining elements and has 
accumulated what is claimed to be an unrivalled degree of experience relative to the rehabilitation of 
both circular and non-circular large diameter buried pipeline structures worldwide.  

The Channeline segments for each project are custom made to provide a precise fit to the size and 
shape required. There really is no theoretical limit to the shape and size of Channeline panel that can 
be effectively manufactured the systems have evolved to include multi-piece segmental 
construction, where necessary for transportation, 
so even very large, peculiar shaped rehabilitation 
projects can be accommodated. 

C J Kelly Associates is an established family-
run consultancy business specialising in sewer 
and pipe renovation. As the sole representative in 
the UK for some of the world’s best trenchless 
technology’s including, KOB Brawoliner, MC 
Construction Chemicals, and Terra AG the 
company is able to offer unrivalled support to 
clients. From the conception to structural design, 
then on through to the actual installation, all this 
backed up with training and technical support on 
all products.  
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On the stand at No-Dig Live CJ Kelly will be 
showing off its latest products and innovations from 
Brawoliner, HÄRKE, Sacpro and MC Construction 
Chemicals. This includes the latest HT (high 
temperature) liner from Brawoliner which complies 
with DIN 4102 flame resistance, which makes it the 
perfect liner for repairing damaged pipes within 
apartment buildings and factories. The company will 
also be showing some of its latest products from 
HÄRKE including the fantastic range of flexible 
bendy packers and pipe testing equipment. 

Nationwide drainage company DALROD will 
demonstrate its new range of state-of-the-art vehicles 
including a combination tanker, a M.A.N vacuum 
tanker, a specially prepared and built lateral cutting van and a CCTV main line Pearpoint system, a 
world leader in video pipeline inspection technology. 

Ditch Witch UK & Ireland is introducing the new JT60 All Terrain Horizontal Directional Drill 
which can deliver what is claimed to be unbeatable productivity in the widest range of ground 
formations. 

The new JT 60 All Terrain Drill is the most advanced two-pipe rock-drilling system in the industry 
and will be featured at the NO-DIG Live show. 

Ditch Witch UK & Ireland also supplies equipment for all phases of installation and introduces the 
FX50 Vacuum Excavator. 

Clients can also turn their Drill into a ROCK DRILL with Ditch Witch UK & Ireland offering the 
new HammerHead® Roughneck Pneumatic Rock Hammer system which is designed to turn any 

horizontal directional drill into a highly productive 
rock drilling machine. 

The company will also be exhibiting its Mud Mixing 
Systems, HDD Tooling, HDD Guidance Systems, 
Trenchers, Skid Steer Machines, Cable and Pipe 
Location Equipment, Ground Penetrating Radar 
(GPR) and Perma-Soil® Stabiliser. 

EC Hopkins Ltd will be demonstrating the ICS 
PowerGrit Utility Saw Chain. PowerGrit was 
developed by ICS as a response to accidents occurring 
in the Water Industry when contractors were cutting 
Ductile and Cast Iron Pipe, typically using petrol 
driven Cut Off Saws which can suffer from kickback 
and accidents.  

EC Hopkins Ltd is the Master Distributor for ICS Diamond Chainsaw products in the UK both as 
direct sales and through partners on hire. Demonstrations will take place on the company’s outdoor 
stand. 

RIDGE TOOL UK will be featuring the latest offerings from the company including the the 
SeeSnake Compact2 Camera Reel, which delivers a host of new features and technologies and is a 
fully featured update to the popular SeeSnake Compact. The Compact2 Camera Reel is equipped 
with a 30 m new generation push cable, which is ideal for small or restricted lines ranging from 40 
mm up to 150 mm diameter, being able to pass 90° bends from 50 mm pipes. The 25 mm self-
levelling camera head provides exceptional image quality and its short body length allows it to 
manoeuvre through tight turns with ease.  

The SR-24 receiver can be used with a RIDGID® SeekTech® transmitter to locate the position of 
buried utilities. When an electromagnetic signal field is present on a metallic conductor, the SR-24 
shows a map of the signal’s estimated position and direction. When interfering or conflicting signals 
are detected, the SR-24 informs the operator, reducing the likelihood of an inaccurate result. With 
integrated GPS and Bluetooth™ technology, comprehensive locate data can be streamed to a 
smartphone or tablet and exported to GIS software.  

RM200 is the next generation inspection system in the SeeSnake 
range, it offers an efficient way to handle the most demanding jobs. 

Flowplant, home of the famous Harben, Aqua and Neolith brands, 
is an innovative and focused engineering group with a reputation for 
technical excellence, reliability and longevity; qualities which come 
from more than forty years of manufacturing experience. 

At the No Dig Live 2014 exhibition Flowplant will be exhibiting 
the ‘200 Series’ van pack drain jetter has a powerful performance of 
200 bar @ 41 l/min, and is 
suitable for drains up to 200 – 
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250 mm diameter and is aimed primarily at the domestic 
and small commercial drain cleaning markets. Weighing 
465 kg, the ‘200 Series’ is ideal for installation into 
smaller size vehicles. 

The ‘300 Series’ drain jetter van pack can handle the 
most stubborn of blockages in drains up to 300 mm 
diameter, with a powerful performance of 200 bar @ 50 
l/min. With a dry weight of only 490 kg, the ‘300 
Series’ drain jetting equipment still allows ample 
payload and storage area for other equipment the 
contractor may wish to carry in the vehicle. 

iPEK is a global leader in inspection technology 
offering systems able to meet any pipeline inspection 
requirement. 

Today, there are now the ROVION Crawler System and the AGILIOS Push Rod System in Rated 
Equipment (ATEX ZONE 1), the highest degree of safety is utmost priority in explosion-protected 
zones. iPEK guarantees to meet this requirement like hardly any other system in the industry, 
permanent monitoring of all the single components, individually pressure-encapsulated components, 
the uncomplicated modification of the system configuration ensure short set-up times, easy 
servicing, scalable, growth-orientated and most of all can be tailored according to every individual’s 
needs. 

As one of the largest manufacturers and suppliers of water jetting equipment in the UK, Jetchem 
and Superjet have a wide range of equipment which covers everything from domestic drain cleaning 
right up to industrial applications. 

A highlight of this year’s No-Dig Live display will be the 
introduction of a new system to reline damaged lateral 
connections in the form of the company’s Lateral Connection 
Repair (LCR) System, brought to the UK market in 
partnership with Re-Tec, a company which specialises in 
lining solutions. 

To accompany this is the recently introduced Viking 
Lateral Cutter, which has proved immensely popular within 
the hire sector, which brings an affordable and simple to use 
solution for cutting relined lateral connections. 

The outside stand will also be showcasing tried and tested 
jetting units, the new 40 hp lightweight vanpack, the new 
format Sprint 400 and the Hydro demolition unit, with a 
section highlighting concrete removal solutions. 

KOBUS Services Limited will be exhibiting the award 
winning KOBUS Pipe Puller at No-Dig Live. The Pipe 
Puller is an ideal solution for service pipe replacement and is 

being used by utility companies and contractors as a safer alternative to moling and it is quicker and 
more cost effective than open cut. 

It replaces service pipe of any material from 13 mm to 38 mm (½ in to 1½ in) diameter over 
distances of 25 m. It pulls out the old service and in the same movement installs the new pipe, 
saving the old pipe for recycling. 

The Pipe Puller is providing an answer to companies that are 
looking to limit the amount of disruption to customers, time 
spent on time by operators, cable strike risk and reinstatement 
cost.  

Mini-Cam Ltd, a leading provider of CCTV inspection 
equipment will be offering the Proteus CRP300 crawler. This is 
the latest addition to the Proteus family and is suitable for pipe 
sizes up to 1,600 mm diameter. This 6 wheel drive steerable 
crawler uses high torque 3 phase DC motors and includes 
features such as an inclination sensor, multi-frequency sonde and 
motorised elevator all as standard. 

Also on show will be the Proteus Portable Trolley System 
which allows the Proteus crawler system to be used in hard to 
reach places.  

Also used in conjunction with the Portable Trolley System is 
Proteus Power which provides compact, portable power with 5 
hours inspection time.  

OnSite is able to rehabilitate 
deteriorating underground drains, 
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culverts and sewers using latest No-Dig methods of 
repair for long term solutions. Most problems 
associated with deteriorating pipes are structural 
problems, scale build-up, root ingress or ground 
water infiltration/sewer exfiltration. These assets may 
be repaired whilst every day public services continue 
without disruption whilst offering total containment 
within a sewerage/water system. 

OnSite offers various products including: The 
Premier-Patch; The structural Premier-Pipe (C.I.P.P.) 
lining system which is for structural rehabilitation on 
full/part length sewers; The Premier-UV cured-Pipe 
which is a fast cured structural lining for 
environmentally sensitive/high risk locations; The 
Premier-Pipe Plus which is a Tight-fit lining system 
and a proven repair method for pipes suffering infiltration/exfiltration; The ‘Premier-Top-hat’, a 
system that repairs connections from within the main sewer and is an ideal rehabilitation method for 
structural/root ingress and ground water infiltration problems; and The Premier-Pressure-Pipe 
solution for structurally lining forced/rising sewerage mains and pressurised Fire Mains taking into 
engineering considerations for both positive and negative pressures. There will also be new lining 
developments announced at the event. Also as well as representatives of the company’s specialist 
lining team there will also be representatives of the company’s CCTV inspection, flow monitoring 
and Portadam divisions. 

OXEMS will show what is claims is a new standard for customer quality in utility underground 
asset management. The OXEMS System includes OXEMS Tags (which are easily attached to 
utilities’ buried assets) plus a Detector/PDA and Database and claims to be the only underground 
asset management system which auto-links physical points in the ground – using x, y and z 

coordinates – to digital points in a Database. The OXEMS 
Solution is all about the ‘What and Where’ of buried 
assets and it is exact. 
Finland based Picote will be presenting the Picote miller 

range which has now expanded to include the Maxi 
Miller. With a 30 m reach, this powerhouse makes light 
work of drain cleaning, lateral cutting, remedial work, 
collapsed liner removal and pipe cutting with Picote’s 
unique selection of inter-changeable tools. The Maxi 

features a high-performing 2-phase electric motor with a frequency transformer, especially durable 
and useful for tough jobs. With a push/pull system and glides for manoeuvring stairs, and a locking 
system to keep the shaft steady during transportation, the Maxi Miller has been developed to suit 
contractors’ needs. 

At No-Dig Live, Picote will also be providing practical demonstrations of the Twister lateral cutter 
and the award-winning Smart Cutter™. There will also be live demonstrations of the new Pipe Cutter 
for DN70, DN100 and DN150 pipes, which trims back liner that has overshot into the main line 
during the lining process. 

The Pipeline Industries Guild is the international association aimed at pipelines and the 
underground industries and will be highlighting its membership opportunities at No-Dig Live. The 
Guild’s membership is multi-disciplinary and comprises those with interests in pipelines and 
underground apparatus transporting hydrocarbon products, chemicals, water, wastewater, cables and 
many other products both on and offshore, worldwide.  

This year the centre piece on the Pipe Equipment Specialists Ltd (PESL) will be the award 
winning Kent Precision Window Cutter, designed to cut windows 
in, or remove complete sections from, ductile iron and steel pipes 
that have previously been lined with PE without damaging the 
inserted PE, even when it is a tight fitting liner. This lightweight 
compact product has, in addition to the sales in the UK, already 
achieved sales in France, Germany, Australia, Japan, Singapore, 
USA and Canada - where it is being used almost exclusively on 
steel pipelines. New developments have seen the cutters pipe size 
range increased to include pipe sizes from 40 mm to 900 mm, 
plus further developments have taken place so that it can now be 
used on subsea electric cables and composite pipes, where the 
precision depth control of the cutter comes into its own. 
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In addition PESL will be showing examples its tight fit 
lining equipment for pipes from 100 mm to 1,200 mm, and 
its extensive range of pipe cleaning and renovation products. 

A specialist contractor working in confined spaces, PMP is 
well established in the water industry. Its speedy and 
reliable service has earned it an enviable reputation as a 
preferred contractor for pipeline leakage repairs, rope 
access, confined space rescue teams, surveys and specialist 
engineering. Focus of attention on the stand at NDL is sure 
to be the live demonstration of the AMEX-10 seal, a low-
profile mechanical seal for the internal repair of leaking 
pipeline joints and for ensuring the integrity of joints in new 
pipelines.  

As a rope access specialist, PMP will be promoting its 
rope access systems, providing customers with an alternative to traditional entry/access options, 
which provide surveying, maintenance and engineering services in hostile environments, above and 
below ground. 

The name of ProKASRO stands for progressive sewer rehabilitation robotic systems. ProKASRO 
has developed tailor-made solutions to rehabilitate pipes and sewers. Robotic cutters, ‘top hat’ 
systems, resin injection and UV-Technology; ProKASRO is a full-range supplier for sewer 
rehabilitation. Manufacturing of the products takes place at our production facility based in 
Karlsruhe Germany.  

At No Dig Live visitors will see the following systems in a live environment: 
 The new KASRO E-Robot: electric – efficient – economic. The high performance of 

the KASRO electric motor enables the highest efficiency during milling works and 
reduces the rehabilitation time on-site. At the same time the power supply is 
guaranteed via battery packs for up to 14 hours continuous work. This leads to a 
comfortable working atmosphere as the output noise level is minimal. This is ideal for 
urban areas as milling works can be operated at any time with minimal disruption and 
environmental benefits.  

 The new KASRO smART working robot: bend capable – mobile – efficient. The 
mobility and the hydraulic milling performance were tested during liner preparation 
and opening lateral connections in a restricted access area on-site. The high torque 
hydraulic milling motor is designed to be highly efficient and to increase production 
on-site. 

Radiodetection’s products are vital tools for industries involved 
in finding buried services. Radiodetection will be demonstrating 
the C.A.T4®, RD7000®+, RD8000® cable and pipe locators along 
with the new range of Precision Marker Locator which detect 
buried RF utility markers also known as EMS or Omnimarkers.  

The RD1000™+ Ground Penetrating Radar, also on show, 
locates all types of buried infrastructure including non-metallic 
utilities using advanced wide-band radar in an ergonomic and 
rugged system. 

The Pearpoint P350 flexitrax® portable and modular crawler 
system which enables contractors to carry out faster and more 
efficient surveys will be demonstrated. The Pearpoint P340 
flexiprobe® pushrod video inspection system, which offers USB 
flash drive connectivity and new, ultra-robust, 1 in (25 mm) and 2 
in (50 mm) diameter high resolution cameras will also be on 
show. 

Ritelite (Systems) Limited is a leading manufacturer of innovative, portable, industrial work light 
solutions designed to meet the demands of the Utility, Rail, Hire, Emergency, Sports and 
Construction Industries.  

Supplying: Industrial Portable Lighting Systems; Support Utilities Equipment Packages; Lamp 
and Light Sources and Battery Management Systems/Solutions, the company undertakes continued 
design, development and product innovation lead by customer requirements which ensures Ritelite 
and its products are at the forefront of its chosen market segments. 

The new K50 and K65 units provide the ideal lighting solution for powerful, flexible and highly 
portable lighting towers which can be used in just about any situation.  

In rough terrain applications, where access to site is restricted, or prevention of ground damage is 
critical, the built-in folding wheels with optional low pressure tyres allow the towers to be quickly 
and easily moved into position by one person. The Flexible power options enable the K50 and K65 
to be used almost anywhere.  

Rotrex Winches will be showcasing one of its new fleet of trailer winches from Italian trailer 
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winch design and manufacturing specialists, OMAC. At 
20 t pulling capacity this winch has doubled the capacity 
of the trailer‐mounted winch range which now extends 
from 500 kg right up to 20 t.  

PERFECT PIPE is a ground-breaking innovation from 
Schlüsselbauer and is a system of durable and dense 
sewerage pipe with integrated plastic liner, distinguished 
by high static load-bearing capacity and long-lasting 
resistance to increased chemical attack. This pipe is 
suitable both for pipe jacking/microtunnelling and open 
trench construction with nominal diameters from 300 to 
1,200 mm. 

PERFECT is a wet cast system for producing concrete 
manhole bases hardened in the mould that enables 
manufacturers to produce fully customised dense products. The PERFECT monobase production 
system is used by CPM Group Ltd., a market leading manufacturer of concrete products with 
expansive production facilities in Somerset, Yorkshire and Scotland.  

The unique Pipe Doctor No-Dig Lateral Repair System will be the star attraction at Source One 
Environmental’s stand at this year’s No-Dig Live. Interest in the system has been high due to its 
exceptional properties. Each element of a ‘top hat’ repair for lateral junctions was taken apart by 

Source One Environmental’s product development team, 
who looked for the optimum solution for a robust repair 
whilst keeping costs low for contractors and infrastructure 
managers. 

The Pipe Doctor Lateral System was designed for 
manual, rather than robotic installation, significantly 
reducing upfront investment cost in the system by 
contractors. The bespoke control unit ensures a much 
more controlled inflation and deflation of the system’s 
packers, improving the quality of the repair every time. 
The system is suitable for use within lined pipes, offering 
a structural repair and mechanical bond to a broad range 

of known pipe lining materials. Source One Environmental staff will be on hand to discuss the 
system in detail. 

In Europe SEKISUI SPR offers environmentally friendly and cost-effective solutions for 
trenchless rehabilitation of underground infrastructure. The Spiral-Wound pipe and CIPP 
technologies are characterised by extremely short construction times, lower costs and minimum 
disturbance to residents and the environment.  

Sewer or service water pipelines with diameters of 150 to 5,500 mm and circular or non-circular 
shapes can be rehabilitated with four different Spiral-Wound lining systems. The technologies are 
based on the principle of winding an endless plastic strip to a watertight pipe directly into the old 
pipe. Dependent on the static conditions of the deteriorated pipe the Spiral-Wound liner is wounded 
close-fit or with a fixed diameter. A special high strength grout is injected into the annular space 
between the host pipe and the spirally wound PVC or PE profile and cured to give the new pipe its 
static characteristics.  

NORDIPIPE and TUBETEX CIPP liner systems enable tailor-made pipe lining up to diameters of 
1,400 mm meeting specific requirements of drinking water, service and gas pipes. The drinking 
water approved liners are cured after the installation to a new pipe with increased hydraulic 
performance by the new inner surface out of a polyolfine. The fibreglass-reinforced NORDIPIPE 
liner is designed as fully structural solution and can resist internal pressure up to 25 bar. The pull-in 
version, consisting of main and calibration hoses coated with polyethylene, protects the main hose 
from external influences during and after installation and operation. The seamlessly woven and 
polyethylene coated liner TUBETEX represents an adhesive rehabilitation of the existing potable 
water or service pipes. Using the Hytrel™ coating TUBETEX is also a solution for gas pipes in need 
of rehabilitation. 

Following the success of exhibiting outdoors at  
No-Dig 2012, Steve Vick International will yet again be 
outside at the new venue for 2014 and will demonstrate its 
range of innovative pipe handling equipment and low dig 
replacement techniques. 

Launched back in 2011, the 500 m capacity Hexi trailers 
were designed to tackle PE pipe wastage, to date; results 
from GDN’s report a reduction of up to 26% and a lowered 
carbon footprint by 
over 400 t per annum.  
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The Hexi range of trailers is not only 
advantageous for reducing PE waste; 
operational safety is also a key element. Due 
to its hydraulically raised hexagonal drum 
configuration, pipe is dispensed smoothly 
and effortlessly, removing the common risk 
of operatives having to climb on the frame 
to assist pipe during dispensing.  

Further safety design features include the 
hydraulically controlled rear gate, allowing 
all procedures to be carried out from ground 
level, and a braking system incorporated 
either side of the drum to maintain speed 
control of the coil throughout dispensing.  

Initially designed for 500 m coils of up to 
90 mm diameter, the Hexi trailer design has 
been modified to transport/dispense 100 m 
of 125 mm diameter pipe due to the demand 
of water networks to use the option in 
conjunction with pipe bursting operations.  

T.A. Drilling is the exclusive dealer for Toro Utility Equipment in the UK and Ireland. It offer the 
full range of SiteWorks Equipment which includes Directional Drills, Trenchers and ‘Dingo’ Multi 
Tool Carriers, all of which will be on display at No Dig Live 2014 

For contractors around the UK and Ireland, T.A. Drilling offers customers a commitment with 
products, parts, and people they can count on. Now T.A. Drilling and Toro have brought that same 
dedication to their new line-up of utility installation equipment. 

T.A. Drilling will be demonstrating this exciting new range of equipment, along with equipment 
from: American Augers (with a DD110 Directional Drill on display), Trencor, Melfred Borzall 
Tooling, Digitrak, Ring O Matic, Jakob Thaler, Sitetec, Baroid, Hunting Iberia, Essig Moles and 
Pipe Rammers, Colli Equipment and Jet Lube. 

Tunnel Engineering Services (UK) Ltd (TES (UK) Ltd) has established an enviable reputation for 
the design and manufacture of tunnelling equipment for the construction industry.  

Utilising leading edge technology, its qualified engineers design and build machines and 
equipment to the highest quality standards, providing a comprehensive service from concept through 
to commissioning. 

TES has an extensive fleet of hire equipment which includes: mechanised tunnelling machines, 
tunnel boring machines, auger and guided boring machines, pipe and shaft jacking equipment with 
associated power packs and back up equipment. It is also an official distributor for the Akkerman 
range of products. 

To complement the range of equipment, and new for 2014, TES is now an official distributor for 
the CIFA range of concrete spraying equipment, including the CIFA Spritz systems and tunnel 
formworks. 

TT UK Ltd will once again be exhibiting its range of trenchless options at No-Dig Live. Included 
in the display will be the GRUNDODRILL 4X HDD rig which is a small and flexible bore rig 
ideally suited in tight working conditions. Also on show will be the TT-UK/RSP Suction Excavator 
with combined CD650 Core Bore Unit. This in Keyhole technology uses a Coring Unit to produce 
an access pit measuring from 450 mm to 600 mm (18 to 24 in) diameter in road surfaces and 
footpaths made of asphalt or concrete.  

UIS is proud to announce and introduce the latest in the line of innovative products for the utilities 
industry. Introducing the UIS Transmatic™, the first coil trailer to fully incorporate pipe pushing 
technology, UIS has designed a product which improves safety, productivity, efficient flexibility 
and sustainability. Designed to ensure a compliant and controlled dispensing operation of coiled 
P.E. pipes at all times, the unit is strong and robust to cope with site conditions, yet easily 
manoeuvrable and can safely transport coils up to 500 m in length. 

The addition of the Power Push™ Pipe Pusher also allows safe control of the coil dispensing 
process and insertion into the new host main all in one operation. In addition to the insertion, the 
Transmatic™ fitted with the Power Push™ Pipe Pusher technology can also safely retract part coils 
for re-use on other projects. This technology and methodology is claimed to be the first of its kind in 
the utilities industry. 

UKSTT will once again be exhibiting at No-Dig Live offering its membership and services to the 
UK trenchless industry. As part of the display UKSTT will be highlighting its latest university 
outreach-teaching aide. The ‘key’ contains interactive media to help council members deliver 
outreach university lectures and workshops. It is available free of charge to university lecturers 
registering on the new UKSTT updated web site. Also previously mentioned UKSTT will be 
running the Trenchless Technology Mini-Masterclass programme during the course of No-Dig Live. 
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NODIG MEDIA SERVICES LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE 

N oDig Media Services is pleased to announce that 
it is launching a brand new version of its 

website on 1 September, 2014. 
The new website is designed to meet the increasing 

demands of the modern communications world and 
has been made for easy navigation not just for those 
familiar with trenchless technology buit also those 
new to the industry. The new website also has a 
responsive design allowing the site to automatically 
adjust its presentation depending on the device it is 
being viewed on. This means that mobile visitors will 
view a mobile optimised design. Not only will this 
make the site more accessible to a wider variety of 
visitors, especially thiose in the very mobile industry, 
it will also increase the exposure for sponsors and 
advertisers as this capability also improves search 
engine rankings. 

Please take some time to visit the new site once it is 
live, www.nodigmedia.co.uk. If you have any 
comments on the new site please feel free to pass 
comments back to NoDig Media Services all feedback is welcome. 

 
 

HAMMERHEAD OPENS FIRST LOCATION IN CANADA 

A ndy Braithwaite has accepted the position of 
ramming and bursting sales manager for 

HammerHead Trenchless Equipment in its new 
eastern Canada regional office. Braithwaite will 
be working out of Ennismore, Ontario, located 
about 100 miles northwest of Toronto.  

Braithwaite said: “My first goal is to educate 
the market. Canadian contractors are not as 
familiar with trenchless techniques. Plus, the 
regulations and worksite demands here are a little 
different than in the U.S. It is definitely a benefit 
to have a Canadian office, with someone who 
knows what they need.”  

Braithwaite, who is a Certified Engineering 
Technician or C-Tech, is a veteran trenchless 
methods instructor with over 25 years’ 
experience in horizontal directional drilling, 
ramming and bursting applications. 

Alan Goodman, national sales manager for 
HammerHead in the U.S., said: “The location of 
its first Canadian office was chosen because it 
best positions the company to facilitate the 
equipment needs of customers in eastern Canada, from Manitoba to the Maritimes.” 

He continued: “Having Andy Braithwaite managing a HammerHead depot centre that can store 
and refurbish equipment right there in Canada allows HammerHead to react more quickly on timely 
jobs as well as eliminate a large portion of the freight costs, customs duties and overall expense to 
the Canadian contractor base.”   

Braithwaite is already working with HammerHead customers. Goodman said: “We are starting to 
see an increase in water and sewer burst activity in Canada, and it appears that the gas line slitting 
sector is not far behind. It is all the more reason to have equipment ready for immediate rental or 
purchase in Canada.” 

In his most recent positions, Braithwaite served as a drilling consultant, travelling across North 
America addressing specific trenchless technology challenges on wide range of projects. To launch 
his market education initiative, he has planned a series of one- and two-day seminars that will be 
offered to contractors and engineering, and municipal project teams.  

Braithwaite’s certifications include Certified Mechanical Plumber, Certified Industrial Millwright, 
Resource Drilling and Blasting Technician, Certified Pipe Ramming and Bursting Technician and 
Certified Engineering Technician. He also serves as a Specialised HDD Professor at Fleming 
College, Lindsay, Ontario. Website: www.hammerheadtrenchless.com 
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TT-UK AND REEF TECHNOLOGY’S PARTNERSHIP ENHANCED 

I n July, 2014 TT-UK Ltd joined its exclusive sales partner 
Reef Trenchless Technology SA (Pty) Ltd at No Dig South 

Africa in Pretoria. 
The event was opened by the Executive Mayor of Tshwane – 

Councillor K D Ramokgopa who visited the TT stand and who 
fully recognises the benefits of trenchless technologies and 
personally endorses the trenchless method. 

As a result, there is fresh interest for Trenchless Technology 
equipment in South Africa; as in recent years hundreds of 
kilometres of sewers have been replaced in Tshwane alone 
using this technology. 

As well at the mainstay TT equipment such as the 
GRUNDOMAT and GRUNDOBURST, one of the main 
exhibits on the TT-UK/Reef Stand was the GRUNDODRILL 
15XP. This HDD drill rig has been specifically designed for the 
underground installation of water, gas and power lines, the 
HDD bore method being an economical and ecological 
alternative to the open trenching method.  

TT-UK’s Business Development and Export Manager Roger 
Atherton said: “In the more dense and urbanised areas of South 
Africa, Utilities companies have realised the many benefits and 
have recently been turning towards using Trenchless 
Technology. Although at the moment much of this technology 
is situated in Cape Town and the Eastern and Western Capes, the interest for our equipment is 
definitely there and so signs are good for the future”. 

Chris Ehlers Managing Director of Reef Trenchless Technologies added: “Trenchless Technology 
is really gaining popularity in South Africa now. We had many interested visitors to our stand, with 
some positive enquiries so we are looking forward to some busy times ahead.” Website:  
www.tt-uk.com 

 
 

LOK HOME RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS  
OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL AWARD 

E very year, the Underground Construction Association (UCA) of 
SME honours an ‘Outstanding Individual’ at its annual awards 

banquet, held in conjunction with the North American Tunnel (NAT) 
Conference. The distinctive award is given to a person who has made 
major contributions to the tunneling industry throughout their career. 
As David Klug, President of David R. Klug and  Associates and past 
UCA of SME chair, said in his presentation of the award: “We 
nominated this person not only for his work in the industry as a 
manufacturer, but also for his work to promote the industry as a whole. 
‘This person’ was none other than Lok Home, President of The 
Robbins Company and long-time supporter of the UCA of SME. After 
working for several years in Canadian mines, he joined Robbins as a 
Field Service Manager. Home later founded Boretec, Inc. which 
acquired Robbins, and unified the two companies under the Robbins 
name.  

Home was nominated in large part because of his work to promote 
the industry by bringing the ITA-AITES World Tunnel Congress 
(WTC) 2016 to the United States. The event will be held in San 
Francisco, California in collaboration with NAT, marking 20 years 
since the last WTC conference was held in the U.S.  

Home’s industry involvement is widespread, and spans many 
organisations, one of which is ITAtech. ITAtech is an international 
group of manufacturers working together to develop universal standards and best practices within 
the industry. Home’s work with ITAtech includes the development of criteria for L10 Main Bearing 
life, and currently, segment backfilling standards. Standards for usage of drill and blast versus TBM 
methods in tunnels are an upcoming topic to be explored. The group hopes with these publications 
to provide a framework for the whole industry on a range of debated topics. 

Upon receiving the prestigious award, Home attributed his success to the people he works with. 
“When it comes down to it, success comes from your team.” he said. “Build a good team around 
you and you build a success story.” Website: www.robbinstbm.com 
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TT-UK Ltd  and its exclusive 
sales partner Reef Trenchless 
Technology SA (Pty) Ltd at No 
Dig South Africa. Inset the 
GRUNDODRILL 15XP. 

David Klug presents the 
2014 ‘Outstanding  
Individual’ award to  
Robbins President Lok 
Home. 
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VERMEER CORPORATION ANNOUNCES FAMILY 
SUCCESSION PLANS   

A s part of its family succession 
planning process, Vermeer 

Corporation recently announced 
that third-generation family 
member, Jason Andringa, will serve 
as the company’s next President & 
CEO effective 1 November, 2015.     

On 1 November, 2014, Jason will 
assume the role of President & Chief Operating Officer for one year, 
when he will transition to the role of President & CEO of Vermeer 
Corporation. He currently serves as President of Forage and 
Environmental Solutions.    

“Gary Vermeer, my grandfather and Vermeer founder, was very 
influential for me personally and professionally.” said Jason Andringa. 
“Since a young age, I had a passion to follow in his footsteps. In the 
mid-90s, I travelled on a business trip overseas with my mother, Mary, 
and saw first-hand the global demand for Vermeer equipment and the 
impact it was making on local communities across the world. That trip 
solidified my path to Vermeer. I am honoured to have the opportunity 
to lead Vermeer as a family-owned and operated, global company into a 
prosperous future.”   

Mary Andringa, current President & CEO, will assume the role of 
CEO & Chair of the Board 1 November, 2014. Mary will transition 
exclusively to Chair of the Board 1 November, 2015.     

“I look forward to working closely with Jason this coming year to 
prepare him for the transition to CEO in November 2015.” said second-
generation family member Mary Andringa. “As an entire family, we are 
proud to announce the third-generation leadership who we know with confidence can propel us to 
new heights.”   

Bob Vermeer, current Chairman of the Board, will assume the role of Chair Emeritus. The 
honorary role for individuals who served as Vermeer CEO or Chair of the Board will be effective 1 
November, 2014.   

“The Vermeer family and Board of Directors have worked diligently for more than two decades to 
establish a robust and extensive family employment policy and succession planning process.” said 
Bob Vermeer, second-generation family member. “We are confident that Jason’s education and 
experience have prepared him exceptionally to lead the company.”   Website: www.vermeer.com 
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FLOOD PROTECTION IN  QATAR   

T wo Herrenknecht tunnel boring machines are 
being deployed for a major drainage system in the 

Qatari capital of Doha. Construction of the almost 10 
km tunnel is part of some major infrastructure projects 
for which Qatar has ordered more than 20 
Herrenknecht machines.   

With annual rainfall of less than 100 mm, Qatar is 
one of the driest landscapes on earth. But, individual 
driving rain showers lead to extensive flooding in the 
densely populated capital of Doha. A comprehensive 
drainage system covering an area of 170 km² aims to 
ensure improvement in the southern section of the city 
populated by half a million people. Two Herrenknecht 
tunnel boring machines are driving a tunnel 20 to 30 
m underground for the Abu Hamour Southern Outfall Project. The EPB Shields with a diameter of 
4,470 mm are designed for Doha’s soft limestone soil. Muck comprising excavated material serves 
as the support medium for the Earth Pressure Balance Shield (EPB), providing the requisite pressure 
balance at the tunnel face.  

Protected by the shield skin, the tunnel is excavated using ring-shaped reinforced concrete 
segments. The individual segments are transported through the tunnel as it is completed and 
connected to form closed rings (segmental lining process) directly behind the TBM with an erector.  
Via the main tunnel extending 9.5 km, up to 16.5 m3 of water per second will later be conveyed to a 
central pump station near the New Doha International Airport.  Herrenknecht tunnelling technology 
was also used in designing some of the inlets during an initial construction phase. Using a slurry 
AVN machine from Herrenknecht, a total of 4 km of tunnel with an outer diameter of 3.60 m were 
excavated with the pipe jacking method in 2008. This is a remarkably large diameter for pipe 
jacking. With its ‘Vision 2030’, Qatar aims to offer its citizens the highest possible standard of 
living. Some projects are already being implemented and range from surface water discharge to 
traffic infrastructure. Herrenknecht is also involved in the new Doha Metro System with a total of 
21 EPB Shields, many of which have already been delivered. Website: www.herrenknecht.com 

 
 

TWO MORE BREAKTHROUGHS FOR ROBBINS MACHINES 

M ultiple fault zones, variable face conditions and 
squeezing ground requiring extensive bypass tunnelling: 

These were just a few of the challenges overcome in order to 
successfully complete Turkey’s Kargı Kızılırmak Hydroelectric 
Project. A Robbins 10 m (32.8 ft) diameter Double Shield TBM 
achieved breakthrough on the project 5 July, 2014 after an 
impressive run through some of the most difficult conditions 
ever encountered by Robbins field teams. The machine type, 
selected jointly by the owner, consultants, Robbins, and the 
contractor Gülermak of Turkey, excavated through 7.8 km (4.8 
miles) of complex geological conditions that proved to be a 
challenge nearly from the outset.  

The machine was launched into poor geology that resulted in 
delays to the project and forced team members to find 
innovative solutions that included major in-tunnel 
modifications to the machine. In the first 2 km (1.2 miles) of 
boring a total of seven bypass tunnels were needed to free the 
TBM from collapsed ground. The cutterhead stalled on 
numerous occasions as the conditions varied widely from solid 
rock to running ground. Small and wide faults along the 
alignment added another level of complexity, as the excavation 
was located very close to the North Anatolian fault line in 
Turkey’s relatively recent rock formations.  

The contractor, owner, consultants and Robbins engineers 
worked together to generate solutions to improve progress in the difficult conditions. The contractor, 
with the assistance of the Robbins field team, installed a custom-built canopy drill and positioner to 
allow pipe tube support installation through the forward shield. Drilled to a distance of up to 10 m 
(33 ft) ahead of the cutterhead, 90 mm (3.5 in) diameter pipe tubes provided extra support across the 
top 120o to 140o at the tunnel crown. Injection of resins and grout protected against collapse at the 
crown while excavating through soft ground. As a result of successful use of the probe drilling 
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techniques, Gülermak was able to measure and back-fill cavity 
heights above the cutterhead in some fault zones to over 30 m 
(100 ft) and, in addition, was able to help detect loose soil 
seams and fractured rock ahead of the face.  

“The cooperation and trust between the contractor, project 
owner, and Robbins Management, Engineering and Field 
Service resulted in the correct modifications being 
successfully installed on the Kargı TBM.” said Glen Maynard, 
Robbins Site Manager. 

Despite the slow progress initially, the Robbins Double 
Shield TBM made some remarkable advances once 
modifications were in place. An advance rate of 600 m (1,968 
ft) in one month was achieved in March 2013 and in more 
recent news, a project best of approximately 723 m (2,372 ft) 
was achieved in spring 2014, including a daily best of 39.6 m 
(130 ft) in April 2014. In so doing the TBM significantly 
outperformed a drill and blast heading progressing from the 
opposite end of the tunnel. The entire tunnel, with both TBM 
and drill and blast portions, is 11.8 km (7.3 miles) in length. 

“This has been the toughest job in my tunnelling career.” 
said Yunus Alpagut, Robbins’ Representative in Turkey who was involved in the project from the 
start. “It is a testament to the skill and dedication of the Robbins team and the Gülermak contractor 
team that it has ended successfully.” 

Once online the Kargı Kızılırmak Hydroelectric Project, for Norwegian-owned Statkraft AS, will 
generate 470 GWh annually, which is enough to power about 150,000 homes. The tunnel will 
source water from the Kızılırmak River, sending it to a new generating station operated by Statkraft. 

Further to this in The USA, a Robbins TBM broke through in record time on Friday, 11 July, 2014 
at the Indianapolis Deep Rock Tunnel Connector (DRTC) Project. The speedy machine not only 
completed a project with positive environmental impact, but also set three world records in the 
process.  

The Indiana, USA project was put in place by Citizens Energy Group and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) to reduce the amount of raw sewage overflows in the city’s 
neighbourhoods and clean up tributaries along the White River. Tim Shutters, Construction 
Supervisor of Citizens Energy Group stated: “There were a couple of different ways that we 
approached solving this issue and the one we chose was the deep rock tunnel because it would cause 
less disturbance for the people of Indianapolis, and afforded us the ability to upsize to a 5.5 m (18 ft) 
diameter tunnel. We could store flows rather than convey them and upgrade the treatment facilities.” 

The 6.2 m (20.2 ft) diameter Robbins Main Beam TBM, owned by Shea/Kiewit (SK) JV, was 
refurbished and redesigned for the job. Originally built in 1980, the TBM has previously been used 
on at least five other hard rock tunnels including New York City’s Second Avenue Subway. The 
additions for the DRTC included new 19 in diameter disc cutters, variable frequency drive (VFD) 
motors, a back-loading cutterhead, and a rescue chamber. The machine cut a 12.2 km (7.6 miles) 
tunnel through limestone and dolomite 76 m (250 ft) below the city. A Robbins continuous 
conveyor system that included a horizontal and vertical conveyor was used for muck removal.  

The DRTC project was launched in 2013 and was a very streamlined job, according to many of the 
workers. Multiple world records in the 6 to 7 m (20 to 23 ft) diameter range were broken on the job, 
including “Most Feet Mined in One Day” (124.9 m/409.8 ft), “Most Feet Mined in One 
Week” (515.1 m/1,690 ft), and “Most Feet Mined in One Month” (1,754 m/5,755 ft). “It could not 
have been done without the guys in the tunnel working so well together while still keeping safe.” 
said Shea-Kiewit Project Manager Stuart Lipofsky, who is very proud of the machine’s records. 
Shutters was also blown away by the rates, stating: “SK rebuilt the machine into a hot-rod; they 
built a machine that was over-engineered for the rock.”  

Although the project was ahead of schedule and broke records, one major challenge was 
encountered: groundwater inflow that was beyond what was originally anticipated. Near the mid-
point of the tunnel, heavier than expected ground water inflows caused a slowdown in production. 
For the remainder of the project, much of the tunnel contained a few inches of water. This led to 
decreased production rates due to safety precautions and water clean-up. Lipofsky stated, “There are 
always challenges, and I would say our biggest issue here was dealing with ground water. We 
overcame it with a good pre-excavation grouting plan.” 

Now that the main tunnel of the DRTC is complete, the project is moving into its next phase, 
which includes constructing a 5.5 m (18 ft) diameter cast-in-place concrete liner. The remainder of 
Citizens Energy Group’s overall tunnel system includes boring a network of four additional tunnels 
totaling over 27 km (17 miles) to reduce the wastewater overflow into the White River, Fall Creek, 
Pogues Run and Pleasant Run waterways. The entire system must achieve full operation by the end 
of 2025. Website: www.robbinstbm.com 
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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BRINGING APARTMENT BLOCK DRAINAGE REHAB  
INTO THE 21ST CENTURY 

E ver since the development of the idea of  
constructing housing in apartment blocks there 

has always been the potential that the drainage  
systems, which tend to be installed inside the building 
structure, would someday need replacement as they 
aged and failed to perform correctly. Until relatively 
recent times this has usually meant major structural 
redevelopment within the building to access and  
replace failed pipework. Not anymore! 

In 2004, having spent many years working in the 
drainage reconstruction and rehabilitation sector, 
Picote Oy Ltd of Porvoo, Finland, moved into the 
apartment block drainage rehabilitation sector in a big 
way. 

At first the company used sprayed lining systems to 
rehabilitate down pipes and the larger laterals that 
could be accessed with the equipment available at the 
time. However, the results did not always come up to the standards that the company expected of its 
final products; with spray linings being sometimes uneven and unable to cover holes. This led the 
company to look for a potential replacement for spray lining, and found it in the CIPP liner systems 
offered by Germany-based Brawoliner. 

Moving over to the CIPP lining methodology did not however come without problems of its own. 
With most of the pipework being rehabilitated running vertically or at a significant height above 
ground level within the building structure (unlike the buried underground pipework that the  
company was used to working with in the horizontal pipe market), accessing it was always going to 
be problematic. With little possibility to access these pipes from outside the building through  
existing lateral connections, the best solution was to access them from inside the building, usually 
via the residences themselves. This was something that residents were wary of as it would disrupt 
their daily life quite considerably, but it was still a faster, easier and cheaper alternative than a  
traditional pipe renovation. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
In Finland most apartment buildings are usually run as something akin to a housing association or 
private company, with the occupiers owning their own apartment but running the maintenance and 
repair operations on a collective basis. Cost for repairs and maintenance works are normally charged 
by the square metre basic size of the property owned, so studio apartment owners pay less per job 
than say owners of multiple bedroom apartments. 

When works are required they are usually planned as a total block refurbishment, with not just the 
drainage being renovated but also new bathrooms, kitchens, replacement windows etc. all being part 
of the one refurbishment scheme, approximately every 50 years. In many cases the drainage part of 
the renovation is the first to be completed because it only requires the removal of toilet pans and 
traps. Some homeowners choose to renovate their buildings over time and trenchless drain  
renovation is easy to complete as a stand-alone project too. One item that is perhaps unusual in 
many parts of the world but which is required by law in Finland is a floor drain in the bathroom, 

which also adds another connection to the drainage system. This 
project timing does however give the Picote renovation team the 
ideal opportunity to complete its work because all drainage  
outlets for the apartments are open to full access. 
According to Heikki Jyrämä, Production Director of Picote Oy 

Ltd.: “The methodology we have developed over the past six 
years or so has now become a process that we see as being  
suitable for apartment blocks across the globe. We now have a 
cost effective, fast and efficient system that allows us to work in 
any individual apartment property for no more than two weeks 
maximum, completing all the necessary drainage works and so 
minimising our disruption to the residents.” 
As an example of how the method adopted by Picote works, a 

project currently underway in Hiiriyhtiöt, Vantaa, Finland (close 
the Helsinki Airport) shows well the renovation process. 
The Hiiriyhtiöt site comprises seven buildings owned by three 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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different housing associations, which have joined forces to complete a 
major refurbishment programme across all the apartments and  
buildings, which total some 210 individual residences. This allows the 
group to minimise costs and make the operation more efficient for 
residents. Each block is identical in design with six residential floors 
plus an attic, a basement and occasionally a sub-basement. All  
buildings have communal saunas and washrooms. 

The contract is scheduled to run for nine months from June 2014, 
with Picote having a team of just six on site at any one time under the 
leadership of Project Manager Marko Soikkeli. In total the team has to 
renovate 35 main down pipes within the building structure (five per 
building), the adjoining laterals and all the bathroom and kitchen  
outlets for each apartment. Outside of the building structure, the  
collection lateral feeding the main local government/water authority 
sewer is also to be renovated. This final connection work is to be  
carried out for each block after the internal works are completed. 

This will mean that Brawoliner liners including DN50, DN70-100, 
DN100, DN100-150 and DN200 will be used to complete the works. 
The DN70-100 and DN100-150 are the Brawoliner 3D lining product 
which allows a single liner to be used where there is a change of diameter within a pipeline. Where 
necessary Picote will, if required, also utilise Brawoliner’s HT product where outlet effluent  
temperatures are expected to be high. 

Whilst in essence the lining process appears relatively simple, it does take experience and  
understanding of the liners to achieve a successful outcome. The first thing to say is that each  
apartment block has a scheduled work programme for the drainage part of the works of a maximum 
six weeks, but within this timeframe each individual apartment is only occupied by the work force 
for a maximum of two weeks.  

The properties are prepared by placing cardboard or disposable matting in all accesses and inside 
the apartments to cover floors and lower parts of walls to avoid unnecessary damage. Then, the old 
sink, toilet and other units are removed to expose the connecting drains. Residents are provided with 
portable toilet facilities during the work programme. Then the team cleans both the connections and 
the down pipes effectively using rotating grinding chains, and flushes the resulting system through 
to remove all detritus that might interfere with the lining process. A Picote in-house designed  
filtering system is used to remove larger pieces of scale and detritus from the cleaning water to  
ensure that there is no build-up of waste material in pipes downstream of the works. 

Once cleaned the down pipes are lined first. This is achieved from the bottom up so as not to  
overstress the liner material during the installation process. This lining can however be done from 
the top down should circumstances prevent bottom-up operations, although the process is a little 
more complicated. Once the down pipes are lined all connections are reopened. 

With the main down pipes lined, the connections can then be lined using the relevant liner  
diameter. All liners are ambient cure operations which limits the equipment required to be brought 
into each individual apartment. All liner processing for such projects is completed on site such as 
impregnations and loading into the liner drum. The only work done at the factory is that the liners 
are cut to length according to initial site surveys and the ends prepared for loading into the drum. All 
installations are completed using liner launch drums with compressed air inflation and ambient cure 
resins. 

Joonas Sorvisto, Planning Manager at Picote, said of the process: “This operation is not always as 
easy as it may sound. Cleaning can be a difficult task because these pipes have rarely been touched 

since the blocks were built and since most of the apartment buildings 
currently undergoing refurbishment were built in the 1960s and 70s 
there can be a lot of hard scale to remove before lining. Also, within 
the pipes themselves even once cleaned there are significant numbers 
of bends and connections that need to be correctly handled by the 
lining crew to ensure that we end up with a clear open connection. 
This needs to be achieved if possible with no wrinkling on bends and 
a sealed drainage system from the building roof to the main sewer, so 
that no water escapes into the building structure causing damage.” 

 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
With all the varying diameter bends and connections involved in 
completion of such a complex network of basically inaccessible 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
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pipes, there have been numerous obstacles to overcome to 
ensure and develop a fully workable system. 

In terms of the liner itself, Picote has worked with 
Brawoliner ensuring that the manufacturer has been able 
to provide the range of lining products required, in  
particular with the recent launch of the Brawoliner DN50 
liner system. The complicated and inaccessible nature of 
the pipe network also meant that Picote has had to work 
hard to develop the right tooling for its workforce to be 
able to ensure a sealed system whilst connecting together 
all of the various drains and links to the main down pipes. 
In effect once the down pipes are lined and reopened, the  
connection pipes are lined through the lateral connections 
to overlap the down pipe liner, affecting a seal. 

It was early in the development of the lining process that it became obvious that the liner cutters of 
the day did not provide the right access or liner opening capability. So, Picote decided that it should 
develop its own tooling to meet the requirements in the field. This job initially came to Mika  
Lokkinen, CEO of Picote Finland, with later developments accomplished alongside his  
Development manager, Harri Mattila. 

The first liner opener to be developed was the award winning Smart Cutter™, which was  
specifically designed to reopen lined connection from the customer end of the connection as  
opposed to the more usual (and in these cases effectively inaccessible) public end of the pipeline. 

When on some connections there was limited accessibility for the Smart Cutter™, Picote  
developed the Twister, a front facing cutter that can be centralised on the pipe whilst still reopening 
connections in more awkward or fragile locations, such as PVC pipes. The use of this system still 
allows the team to reopen connections without the need to install top hat lateral seals, which would 
present a significant problem in these sorts of locations. Both cutters enable liner reopening without 
damage to the adjacent liner or the host pipe. 

More recently, as other potential problem areas have been discovered, Picote has also developed 
systems which: 

 With a modification of the Smart Cutter™ allows overshot ends of liner to be removed 
by a cutter from within the lined pipe. 

 A liner sealing clamp which allows the installed liner to be sealed off under pressure, 
so that the installation drum can be taken off and used elsewhere whilst the first liner 
cures. 

 An end plug that can be installed into a liner when conditions are very cold with the 
end plug carrying an electric cable that can be heated inside the liner to aid curing in 
low temperature conditions. 

 A version of the Twister that is designed to remove a collapsed but cured liner from a 
pipe. 

 A clamp head or ‘grabber’ that can take hold of an object in a pipe and extract it with a 
clamp pressure of up to 75 kg. 

 A new pressure clamp that allows floor drain ‘pots to be lined with Brawoliner  
material rather than spray lined so completing the whole lining system from one end to 
the other without interruption. 

All of these systems are subject to patents or have patent applications pending. The company  
currently holds 25 patents with some 54 new patents in the system awaiting approval. 

Commenting on the progression of the apartment block methodology over recent years Heikki 
Jyrämä and Joonas Sorvisto said: “This has been a hard and complex development process which 
we now see as one that can be used on a global scale. However, without the dedication of our teams 
in the field, their feedback and the product development skills of our manufacturing arm, we would 
not be where we are today. What we now have is a complete renovation process that allows us to go 
into apartment buildings for a relatively short space of time to reline all of the drainage pipes  
efficiently from the floor pots to the main sewer using a family of in-house developed cutters and 

other products that we know fit the job in hand  
exactly. We can be very proud of our achievement and 
our workforce, and look forward to sharing our  
efficient and cost-effective process with other  
contractors through our new training programmes.” 
Websites: www.picotesolutions.com or www.picote.fi 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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The ‘over length’ liner cutter being  
demonstrated at the Picote  
manufacturing workshop. 

The Picote management team with some of the  
workforce including Heikki Jyrämä and Joonas  
Sorvisto (2nd left), Katja Lindy-Wilkinson (centre), 
Joonas Sorvisto (2nd right). 
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TT-UK INTRODUCES GRUNDODRILL 18 ACS -  
ALL CONDITION SYSTEM DRILL RIG 

I n HDD drilling the main problem is creating a 
consistent bore when faced with complex and 

difficult soil conditions. To create bore paths within 
changeable and unstable sand, soil or stone types is 
clearly difficult and this can be made even more 
challenging when boring through rock structures 
with a varying geological formation. 

Bearing these limitations in mind, having  
powerful bore technology is fundamental in  
completing a calculated and efficient drilling job, 
resulting in satisfactory bore times and acceptable 
operating costs. 

TT-UK has achieved a significant leap forward 
regarding technical capacity and economic  
efficiency with the ‘New’ GRUNDODRILL 18 All 
Condition System which can easily bore through various sand, soil or rock environments.  

This unique combined unit adapts from standard drillings to the toughest bore conditions with 
optimal results. 

Once the pilot bore is prepared, the pilot bore head is removed from the first drill rod string, which 
can then be exchanged with a suitable bore hole opener for each specific and individual soil/rock 
condition. For this TT-UK also supplies GRUNDOREAM a range of back reamers with  
interchangeable cutting blades. The appropriate back reamer is selected, attached and pulled back 
which ensures a stable and consolidated bore is formed for the product pipe to be smoothly installed. 

The GRUNDODRILL 18ACS works with a twin tube drill rod. The inner tube is mounted inside 
the outer tube and prevents wearing contact with the outer tube while boring. The inner tube drives 
the bore head with the roller chisel transferring a torque of maximum 500 Nm up to 350 rpm for the 
pilot bore. The outer tube sonde housing steers the rock breaker (rock boring head) by rotating the 
angled casing to enable directional control. In hard rock and stony grounds the outer tube also has a 
protection function, which prevents the rock boring head from blocking; this does not however  
compromise the bore operation.   

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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The GRUNDODRILL 18 All Condition 
System. 
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Without impairing the performance, only a 
small quantity of Bentonite is required,  
keeping the costs for purchase, treatment and 
disposal down to a minimum. 

The inner tubes are quickly and firmly  
connected together with the plug and turn 
connection. This saves a considerable 
amount of time during the drilling process. 

The Diesel engine runs during the pilot 
bore by lowering the rpm’s to only 1,400 
rpm in ‘save mode’. Diesel consumption is 
lower than 8 l/hour, which on the whole  
vastly reduces the operating costs. Operating 
the unit in ‘save mode’ as well as the  
buffering on the engine cover ensures that noise levels remain low. The GRUNDODRILL 18ACS is 
compatible with all proven detection systems, which means that bore depths of up to 22 m are  
possible.  

For the exchange of the 5 stackable rod boxes, each with 8 combined drill rods, a revolving  
telescopic crane of 3.2 m is available which can also be applied to lift, assemble and disassemble 
heavy tools (up to 900 kg). The spacious operator cabin which revolves up to 90° meets the  
exceptionally high standards of all GRUNDODRILL HDD systems. The simple, user friendly touch 
screen display is controlled easily by the operator to manage all functions and manoeuvres. Website:  
www.tt-uk.com 

 
 

SUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL  
SUBSEA CABLE ACROSS THE SOLENT 

A  key milestone to replace one of three subsea 
cables under the Solent, supplying the Isle of 

Wight, UK with electricity, has been successfully 
completed.  

The £14 million deep sea bed cable installation 
project, awarded by Southern Electric Power  
Distribution, is being delivered by a specialist joint 
venture between VolkerInfra and VSMC (Visser & 
Smit Marine Contracting). It is the first subsea 
electrical installation under the Solent waterway 
for 40 years.  

With over 5,600 m of the 132 kV (extra high 
voltage) cable, weighing 600 t now buried under 
the Solent, the project involves two phases. The 
first phase was completed in November 2013, 
where a 930 m horizontal directional drill was installed successfully from Thorness Bay in the Isle 
of Wight out into the sea bed of the Solent. The second phase was completed in June 2014,  
following the manufacturing of a single length bespoke cable and has now been installed between 
the Isle of Wight and the coast of Hampshire. This was achieved by using the expertise of VSMC 
and its specialist divers and marine installation vessels.  

Jonathon Humphries, managing director of VolkerInfra, said: “It is extremely pleasing to see the 
whole project come together and I am proud that this joint venture between VolkerInfra and VSMC 
is on course to deliver on this complex project, on time and within budget.” 

Chief Executive of VolkerWessels UK, Alan Robertson, and SSE’s Managing Director of  
Networks, Mark Mathieson, travelled down for the first stages of the installation in early June. They 
were impressed with the complexity and engineering involved in such a large project.  

Commenting on the overall day, Alan Robertson said: “It was quite incredible to witness the  
machinery involved in installing this cable under such a busy waterway. It is not apparent until you 
actually get to the site how big a feat of engineering this is.”  

Arno van Poppel, managing director of VSMC added: “This collaboration brings together best 
practice of VSMC and VolkerInfra. All this continues to strengthen the relationship between these 
two parties.” 

Before the residents and businesses of the Isle of Wight benefit from the new undersea cable, the 
project team must ready themselves for the final phase, which is to connect the new cable to the 
network in the Isle of Wight and Hampshire followed by carrying out a full testing and  
commissioning process for project conclusion in September this year. Website: 
www.volkerinfra.co.uk 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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A view along the Solent bore path from the 
launch site. 
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HYBRID CABLE PLOW FROM AUSTRALIA 

T he SAFETRENCH® is a 
patent pending hybrid 

cable plow/trench and pipe 
laying system that is based on 
a registered mechanical design 
which enables the installation 
of conduit or cable in  
greenfield areas which is 
claimed to be safer, faster and 
more environmentally-
responsible whilst at the same 
time providing a better quality 
of finished asset. The  
inspiration for the system was 
Trenchless Utilities desire to 
offer its clients a superior 
quality product with lower 
risk management than can be derived by conventional open trench installation. The mechanism was 
designed by Trenchless Utilities and, combined with latest technology, as a systemised process  
offers the several benefits including in terms of Safety: 

 A compact, shorter worksite that is easier to control  
 A narrow operational footprint that is ideal in tight corridors (1.8 m wide)   
 No open trenches which to mitigate injury liability 
 No exposed moving parts  
 A forward facing operator with clear visibility and safer control  
 No cave-ins or collapsed trenches  
 A reduced chance of gas ingress (as it utilises a continuous welded conduit) 

In terms of Quality the system offers: 
 A concise consistent laying depth  
 Concise warning tape placement  
 Straighter pipe with less friction for easy hauling  
 Accurate ‘as built’ records  
 A layered compaction process  
 Alleviation of returns to site due to washout  
 A landscaped finish  
 A higher quality, impact resistant finished asset   

Then in terms of Environmental benefit the system offers:  
 Low environmental impact in a narrow work area  
 As little as 20% of soil excavation compared to conventional excavation  

techniques 
 Low ground pressure (4.5 psi) 
 No issues of acid sulphate soil oxidation  
 Minimum erosion due to ground disturbance.  
 A smaller operational footprint corridor at 1.8 m wide which requires less clearing  
 Lower energy consumption  

The overall benefit of SAFETRENCH® is that of a rapid, continuous process that allows a rolling 
production line style of work site which works particularly well in high water table areas and  
wetlands. The current model is efficient in rock to 3,000 psi, over this may require pre-ripping.  

Particularly appealing to project managers is the shorter period of overall project management, 
traffic management and exposure to liability.  

The inclusion of complimentary clearing and mulching process and final compaction and  
landscape processes leave a pristine landscaped finish. Compared to the 3 most common  
methodology’s Open Trench, Conventional Plow and Directional Drilling (HDD), SAFETRENCH® 
is a hybrid system, which offers a 4th solution.  

SAFETRENCH® is a much less invasive installation method that can also be considered as an 
ECO-alternative to Heavy plows and as an alternative to HDD has the potential to significantly  
reduce project cost to client’s.  

The system resolves significant issues in relation to the consistency and overall quality of  
installation that it is claimed by the manufacturer, sets a new industry benchmark. Website: 
www.trenchless.com.au  
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EXTENDING THE POTENTIAL FOR COIL PIPE TRAILERS 

T he new HyPower 500 coil pipe trailer will see its first 
public performance at the forthcoming No-Dig Live 

2014 exhibition in Peterborough, UK, this September 
through two of the manufacturers UK distributors, PSS Hire 
and Mammoth. The trailer is a revolutionary and unique, 02 
Category Trailer Type Approved unit, the first in the UK to 
gain this approval, and is fully GIS E49:2008 Compliant and 
which can transport and dispense 500 m of 90 mm diameter 
pipe as well as all pipe sizes and wall thicknesses up to 125 
mm diameter! MCA Hire is also a UK distributor. 

With remote controlled powered hydraulics it keeps the 
operator a safe distance away from the trailer when setting 
up and dispensing the pipe.  

Using its innovative hydraulic arm it lifts the coil and  
captivates it in one operation, therefore eliminating the risk of the coil springing outside the confines 
of the trailer making operation even safer.   

Another key advantage is that whilst lifting the coil off of the rocking rollers, the trailing end and 
inner end of the pipe cannot snag or jam as with other more traditional trailers that utilise a pipe end 
clamp and ratchet strap arrangement.  

The HyPower 500 has an electric winch that is used to release the end of the pipe from the  
confines of the trailer in a safe and controlled manner as it is played out, as opposed to the operator 
having to put hands inside the trailer to release the ratchet strap.  

The HyPower has auto-adjusting side rollers which aid in keeping the pipe on the coil even if too 
many retention bands are cut. This prevents kinking and eliminates the need for the operator to  
rotate the coil by hand!  

The HyPower 500 is designed to be heavy duty but has a lightweight and robust sectional  
construction that can be towed by standard long wheel base vehicle. 

Pipe Trailers Ltd designs and manufactures it products in-house using a team with over 30 years 
experience in the production of coil pipe trailers. The company is currently looking to expand its 
representation internationally and would like to speak with interested applicants either directly or at 
the No-Dig event. Website: www.pipetrailers.co.uk 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES  
& SERVICES 

For General Information on Support Equipment & Accessories click here 
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The new HyPower 500 coil pipe 
trailer from Pipe Trailers Ltd. 
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UKSTT NEWS 
UKSTT would like to welcome its latest Corporate Members …… EPS Trenchless Installations (www.eps-watermains.co.uk) 

and Calm Solutions (www.calm-solutions.com) 
 
Getting to know our new member …… 
Calm Solutions - Calm Solutions is a business combining both engineering and IT professionals, delivering 

bespoke asset management products based on client's requirements.  
By creating bespoke software systems, to provide for present and future customers, CALM makes efficient 

asset management possible. Such systems include AIMS, Sewer Viewer, Pipes in Pollution, STC25 and 
COPs to name a few. 

All CALM systems capture one of the key components of asset management - asset inventory.  Information is stored in a Cloud 
providing the greatest level of flexibility in terms of use and accessible to all operational and management personnel.  

 
COME & JOIN US AT NO DIG LIVE 2014 
Come and see the UKSTT on Stand 88 and make use of our ‘Meet & Greet’ area. 
The 12th NO-DIG LIVE will be taking place from 16 to 18 September 2014 at the new venue of  

Peterborough Arena at the East of England Showground.   
 The 2014 programme will continue with the popular early morning ‘Business Briefing’ programme 

held daily from 08:00 until the opening of the exhibition at 10:00. Visitors are invited to sign up free of 
charge and join the debate on the changing daily topic.    

Live demonstrations of equipment showing a variety of trenchless techniques are carried out  
throughout the day, many of which are on request, while others are included in a timetable in order that visitors can plan their day 
accordingly. 

 
MASTERS OF TRENCHLESS 
NO Dig Live 2014 will mark the start of a new initiative for UKSTT. Running every day there will 

be a ‘FREE’ late morning mini master class. Using the new UKSTT University outreach ‘key’ or 
pen drive of material supplemented by personal additional information and facts every day will have 
a different flavour or focus.  

Industry experts will deliver these classes in an adjacent lecture room, free of charge to pre-
registered delegates. So if you are interested and want to save money pick your topic of special  
interest and register on line at ‘No Dig Live 2014’. www.nodiglive.co.uk  

The programme of these classes are: 
16 September Investigation and Pipeline Condition Assessment 
17 September New Installation of cables and pipes 
18 September Rehabilitation and relining 

 
UKSTT SUPPORTS THE ENERGY & UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE CONFERENCE  
June saw the UKSTT support the Pipeline Industries Guild (PIG) ‘What is in the  

Pipeline?’ conference in London.  
Bringing together key players from the oil and gas sectors as well as the energy and  

utilities industries, over 60 professionals were engaged and challenged by a wide range of 
speakers finding out ‘What is in the Pipeline’. 

Following an excellent opening key note speech from PIG president, Steve Wayman, the 
delegates enjoyed a wide range of presentations covering innovation in the water industry, 
smart grid developments, Shale oil and gas, as well as Matthew Izzard (Kobus) who, as a 
society council member, spoke on ‘Helping your company prepare for the future’. It was 
focused presentation outlining the key role of UKSTT and how we can help, urging  
delegates to contact us to ensure they were informed, up to date, and confident of the best 
solution for projects rather than the solution they knew about already. 

 
NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS FOR DRILLING OPERATIONS 
UKSTT asked to participate in the review of the National Occupational Standards for Drilling  

Operations being carried out by MPQC Futures, the Standard Setting Organisation. The scope of 
these standards currently covers extractives drilling, land drilling and directional drilling. The next 
meeting will be taking place in September. 

 
TECHNIQUE OF THE MONTH – PIPE PULLING 
This month we look at the technique of pipe pulling – specifically the removal of lead services out of the ground and replacing 

them in the same action with a new PE pipe. The process is becoming increasingly popular with companies that are looking to 
reduce the cost, time and disruption of open cut, especially in the water sector where there is a major push by water companies to 
remove lead services from the ground to improve water quality as well as flow and pressure. 

With increasing demands on contractors to minimise disruption to gardens, driveways, footpaths, etc., minimising time on site 
pipe pulling has clear benefits over open cut techniques. It is the most cost effective option when moling is not suitable due to 
surrounding infrastructure. 
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The process involves inserting a wire cable through the service to be replaced and then filling the annulus with 
a resin that sets hard. This forms a composite ‘rope’ of the old pipe, resin and cable that is then pulled out using 
a portable down the hole winch and spool system. 

The entire process takes around 45 minutes to set up and around 5 minutes to pull the old pipe out, towing the 
new service in behind it. Using the existing bore path makes this the safest replacement system and can be used 
over distances of 25 m – reducing additional excavations. It is designed to operate of pipes from  13 mm (½ in) 
OD to 38 mm (1½ in) OD. 

This process is particularly attractive as the old pipe material has value when it is recycled. 
 
 

UKSTT MEMBER NEWS 
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNIQUES START USING SONAR TECHNOLOGY 
Environmental Techniques will be displaying one of their recently delivered new CUES survey rigs that 

incorporates the use of Sonar Technology. This technology allows the survey of submerged and semi-
submerged pipelines from 300 mm to 6 m diameter. If simultaneously combined with CCTV a  
comprehensive structure and hydraulic condition assessment can be prepared. These units are currently 
being used in Dublin and on completion are scheduled to carry out a pilot scheme on the larger pipes and 
culvert of the Paris Network. 

 
RADIUSPLUS DELIVERS UK FIRST 250 x 250 mm ELECTROFUSION EQUAL BRANCH SADDLE 
Pipeline services specialist RadiusPLUS has successfully carried out the first installation 

of its ground-breaking 250 x 250 mm MiniMuss equal branch saddle on an existing pota-
ble water main feeding approximately 3,000 properties in the Severn Trent Water area of 
Coppenhall near Stafford. 

This exciting innovation offers a size for size under pressure connection to lateral  
pipelines and is the cost effective alternative to standard equal tee installations. The 
branch saddle can be installed whilst the pipeline is under pressure, with no requirements 
for expensive and time consuming flow stopping operations and zero interruption to water 
supply, which helps Severn Trent Water achieve its ‘Always On’ commitment to its  
customer. 

Tim Randle, Radius’s development technician who has been working on perfecting the 
250 x 250 mm branch saddle explained: “We have developed a fitting with enhanced  
features to facilitate installation in confined and congested spaces. We have come up with a new slimline fitting design which 
offers a first-class solution for branch connections whilst retaining maximum fusion integrity”.  RadiusPLUS’s Head of  
Operations Dave Sykes added: “This is another exciting UK first development for RadiusPLUS and great news for our gas and 
water utility customers. Traditionally, where network analysis specifies a full bore connection, the only option available was to 
carry out a flow stopping operation, construct a by-pass and weld a large tee with all the other associated fittings. Our new  
MiniMuss equal branch saddle offers network operators a solution for under-pressure connection with a much reduced excavation 
footprint, lower installation time and costs and no disruption to their customers.” 

MiniMuss is a state of the art fitting for gas and water applications, offering unique advantages for repairs and new connections 
to lateral pipelines, air valve and hydrant connections and can also be used to deploy flow stopping tools during repair or  
diversion operations. 

For more information on the new MiniMuss branch saddle or pipeline installation services visit www.radius-plus.co.uk. 
 
LANES PUTS LONDON UNDERGROUND IN PICTURE WITH ESSENTIAL STANDARDS 
Lanes Group’s Rail Division has launched its own version of the company’s innovative and award-

winning quality tool that uses cartoon pictures to show how worksites must look to be safe and productive. 
Essential Standards is being used by more than 120 Lanes drainage operatives working on London  

Underground (LU) maintenance and repair contracts – in what is believed to be the first initiative of its 
kind on LU operations. 

Lanes Rail Division Commercial Director Matthew Todd said: “Essential Standards has been very well 
received by out teams and by both London Underground and Transport for London, which we are very 
pleased about. “Our aim, with Essential Standards, is to clearly establish a culture of ‘right first time’ for all 
our operations. If worksites are set up right, they have a greater chance of running right, in terms of safety, 
efficiency and effectiveness. We already have a very good record for the quality of our work. We believe 
Essential Standards will help us deliver the percentage point differences that will create a step change that 
makes our services consistently excellent.” 

Lanes Group, the largest independent supplier of wastewater, utility and underground pipeline services in the UK, has invested 
£40,000 in developing Essential Standards for its rail operations. 

LU selected the initiative as one of three to showcase at a ‘Together We’re Safer’ health and safety forum for its 500  
contractors, chaired by LU Managing Director Mike Brown. 

At its core is a series of cartoon-style images showing 15 worksite set-ups, selected to reflect their importance, frequency and 
feedback from audit checks. For each image, there is a process map detailing how the site should be managed.  

Easy-to-use and durable Essential Standards handbooks, containing the pictures and other operational information, are now 
carried by every Lanes drainage team, for use as a daily guide. 
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The images and process maps are also being used to create a series of interactive training modules and 
presentations for use in staff inductions and on-going skills development. 

The development work is being led by Lanes Rail Division Health, Safety, Quality and Environment 
Manager Scott Tracey. He said: “All 120 drainage operatives will receive the same in-depth Essential 
Standards training. We will also carry out regular site audits to ensure it is being used and to develop it 
further as required.” 

Plans are already in place to introduce the initiative on other contracts managed by Lanes for LU,  
including locks and security, buildings and structures maintenance and seepage control. 

Matthew Todd said: “We expect Essential Standards to have a big impact. It will define how we deliver a 
quality service. It will help us involve our staff in making day-to-day decisions that change behaviours and 
our culture for the better. Our rail clients will get the assurance they look for, in terms of the safety and 
quality of our services, so it will contribute to our continuing commercial success.” 

Essential Standards was first introduced in the company’s utilities division to support delivery of the UK’s largest wastewater 
network services contract for Thames Water. 

The approach was selected to make use of visual learning, the most common and most powerful learning technique, and was 
designed to be support effective training of staff with widely differing learning abilities. 

A third version of Essential Standards is being developed for use by Lanes Group’s 23 operational depots. Essential Standards 
was at the core of submissions that won Lanes Group the Construction News Health and Safety Excellence Award 2013 and the 
Construction News Specialists Award for Health and Safety Excellence 2014. 

 
 

ISTT AFFILIATED SOCIETY NEWS 
Turkish Society for Infrastructure & Trenchless Technology 
The Turkish Society for Infrastructure & Trenchless Technology are organising 2 events.  These are: 

No-Dig Turkey 2014 - Underground Infrastructure & Trenchless Technology Conference & Trade 
Fair will be held in Istanbul Expo Center on 28-31 August 2014.  More information can be found at 
www.nodigturkey.com. 

No-Dig Istanbul - Turkish Society for Infrastructure Trenchless Technology, with the support of 
ISTT, is organising No-Dig Istanbul 2015 taking place on 28-30 Sept-15 at WOW Istanbul  
Convention Centre.  More information can be found on the exhibition website at www.nodigistanbul.com  

 
Iberian Society for Trenchless Technology 
The ISTT's 32nd Annual International No-Dig Conference and Exhibition will be hosted by the Iberian 

Society for Trenchless Technology (IbSTT) and is to be held 13-15 October 2014 at the IFEMA Convention 
Centre in Madrid, Spain. 

The ISTT International No-Dig Conference and Exhibition is a major forum which brings together  
engineers from all over the world. The programme provides a mix of technical sessions, a lively and  
informative exhibition of the very latest technology and products and is a unique event where the industry 
comes together to network with like-minded people. 

The Iberian region has a 20 year history of utilising trenchless technology, mainly in directional drilling 
and pipeline rehabilitation. In the last decade there has been a substantial increase of new installation works in expanding  
conurbations. In addition, as the utility organisations and Government are examining the need to upgrade and  
maintain the existing infrastructure of water and wastewater, there are significant opportunities for the trenchless technology  
market to participate in the future investment. For more information and to register please visit www.nodigmadrid.com 

 
German Society for Trenchless Technology  
The second NO DIG BERLIN, symposium and exhibition on trenchless technology, will be held in  

Berlin on 24-27 March 2015. The first NO DIG Berlin in conjunction with WASSER BERLIN  
INTERNATIONAL 2013 was a huge success. The most notable aspect was the marked rise in  
international exhibitor and trade visitor numbers. 31,000 visitors took part in this year’s event, an increase 
of 10 per cent. Overall, 631 exhibitors, including 176 from 36 different countries, showcased their latest 
technologies, products and services. Attendance by international exhibitors rose from 25 to 28 per cent. 

This was the beginning of a special trade event in Berlin, the capital of trenchless technologies. Every 
two years, NO DIG BERLIN will offer industry professionals an interesting platform for state-of-the-art 
trenchless construction techniques and is again one of the top events at WASSER BERLIN  
INTERNATIONAL 2015.  

Don’t miss the world-leading event for pipeline construction! A two-day symposium in conjunction with International Pipeline 
Symposium (ILBS) will accompany NO DIG BERLIN 2015 exhibition.  This event provides unique opportunities for specialists 
to exchange information and share their experiences with trenchless technology. 

WASSER BERLIN INTERNATIONAL has sharpened its profile as a world-leading exhibition for pipeline construction. 
Trenchless technology will be highlighted again as part of NO DIG Berlin and supplemented by the traditional Construction Site 
Day hosted by Berlin Waterworks. 

Present your products, take part in the international meeting of water and water industry and register with us!  Reserve space 
outside the exhibition halls and present your company’s products and services outdoors for EUR 80.00m2 or a low EUR 30.00 
(in addition to hall space) per square meter. Website: www.nodigberlin.com 
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COUNTDOWN TO INTERNATIONAL NO-DIG 2014, MADRID 

W ith just over a month to go before the start 
of ISTT’s 32nd International No-Dig  

conference and exhibition, final preparations are 
well under way to ensure a dynamic, informative 
and successful event. This year’s International No
-Dig  is being hosted in Madrid by the Iberian 
Association of Trenchless Technologies (IbSTT), 
from the 13 to 15 October. 

Ángel Ortega, the president of IbSTT is  
confident that Madrid will be more than up to the 
job in providing a warm Iberian welcome to all 
attending, and the world class facilities of both the 
city and the IFEMA conference centre will ensure 
a great experience for all attending. 

For IbSTT, established back in 1995, hosting the 
32nd International No-Dig has provided an  
excellent opportunity to galvanise its membership 
and throw an added spotlight throughout the Iberi-
an peninsula on the various aspects of beneficial 
applications of trenchless technologies. IbSTT, in the build-up to October, has successfully run a 
series of ‘jornadas’ (conferences), bringing together key stakeholders across the sector, including 
representatives from municipalities, utilities, system providers, contractors and engineers from  
research and academic institutions.  

The Association has also successfully run a campaign of getting towns and cities to sign up to  
becoming ‘Trenchless zones’. Ángel is determined to continue the momentum beyond this year’s 
International No-Dig, and is looking forward to the internationalism of  this year’s conference,  
allowing IbSTT members and all participants from the Iberian peninsula to meet with the industry’s 
stakeholders from across the globe. 

IbSTT has appointed Westrade as the official conference organiser, confident in the knowledge 
that Westrade has many years experience, working closely with ISTT, in organising annual  
International No-Dig conferences and other trenchless events. Paul Hardwood, responsible for sales 
of  exhibition space at Westrade, has commented that the exhibition is very much on target to have a 
wide representation of systems and equipment providers, contractors and other related stakeholders 
and industry media partners. 

The Conference programme is now fully subscribed, and will offer a full spectrum of  
presentations and papers covering recent case studies, trends and developments in the Trenchless 
sector. Sixty papers will be offered in the International track of conference papers and, for the first 
time at an International No-Dig, a parallel track of  twenty papers will also be included in Spanish, 
offering insights into developments and experiences from the Spanish speaking diaspora of markets. 

IbSTT, has enlisted the support of one of its own members – JBP Composites S.L., to develop 
international markets networks for the promotion of International No-Dig 2014. JBP’s founder and 
Managing Director – Borje Persson, has worked closely with Ángel Ortega and IbSTT right from 
the preparation of the bid by IbSTT to host this year’s International No-Dig. Borje has had over 25 
years experience working with trenchless technologies (CIPP) in international markets, and has  
participated as an active member not only of IbSTT but also of the Scandinavian association. JBP 
has had a partnership with BKP Berolina since 2004. 

JBP’s focus spans both the local Spanish and international markets. Borje commented recently that 
International No-Dig 2014 will be hosted in Madrid against a backdrop of a return of optimism for 
new and emerging opportunities in the near and medium term here in Spain. 

Growth predictions  for the economy have been revised upwards by 20% to 1.8% for 2015.  
Manufacturing activity has seen its highest level in seven years, out-performing France, Germany 
and Italy in growth in this sector. Exports have seen their best year on record, with increases to  
markets in Africa and South America compensating for the still challenging conditions existing in 
traditional markets like France and Germany. Exports account for 33% of overall GDP. 

No-one however is under any illusions with significant challenges still remaining ahead, but with 
this renewed optimism, inward investment and access to credit is beginning to flow more freely 
again. 

IbSTT, and Ángel are looking forward to the start of the conference and exhibition on the 13  
October, and to extending a genuinely warm Spanish welcome – to all sponsors, exhibitors,  
conference participants or visitors alike.  

This will be another great opportunity to come and network, to catch up with established contacts 
and to establish new ones, and all within the warmly vibrant atmosphere  unique to Madrid. For 
more information about sponsorship opportunities, exhibiting, or registering as a conference visitor 
please visit www.nodigmadrid.com 
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Westrade 

Westrade Group Ltd is an 
independent company  

specialising in trade exhibition 
and conference organisation. 

Events include the 
'TRENCHLESS ' and  

'NO-DIG' series across Europe, 
the Middle East, Asia and 

Africa. 

The International No-Dig 2014 Madrid 
team, representatives from IbSTT, Westrade, 
JBP Composites & the Madrid Convention  
Bureau. 

http://www.nodigmadrid.com
http://www.westrade.co.uk/html/fr_trenchless.html
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2014 
August 28-31 
No-Dig Turkey 2014 - Istanbul, Turkey. 
Details from: www.nodigturkey.com 
 

September 15-17 
Annual Tunneling Short Course - Boulder, Colorado, USA 
Details from: www.tunneling.com 
 

September 16-17 
CzSTT 19th Conference on Trenchless Technology -  
Litomysl, Czech Republic 
Details from: www.czstt.cz 
 

September 16-18 NOTE NEW VENUE 
No-Dig Live 2014 - Peterborough, UK  
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

September 21-26 
IWA World Water Congress & Exhibition - Lisbon,  
Portugal 
Details from: www.iwa2014lisbon.org/ 
 

September 30 
Journée Technique ‘Sans tranchée’ Alsace - France 
Details from: www.fstt.org 
 

October 13-15 
International No-Dig 2014 - Madrid, Spain. 
Details from: www.nodigmadrid.com 
 

November 7-8 
5th International Conference on Environmental Science 
and Information Application Technology - Hong Kong, 
China 
Details from: www.esiat-conf.net 
 

November 14-16 
The 4th International Conference on Utility Management 
and Safety 2014 ( ICUMAS )Summit - Hong Kong, China 
Details from: http://iiusconference.wix.com/icumas2014 
 

November 19-20 
Infrastructure North Africa (INA) 2014 - Tunis, Tunisia 
Details from: www.infrastructurenorthafrica.com 
 

December 2-5 
Pollutec 2014 - Lyon, France 
Details from: www.reedexpo.fr 

 
2015 
January 27-29 
Underground Construction Technology International 
Conference and Exhibition 2015 (UCT) - Houston, USA 
Details from: http://uctonline.com 
 

March 9-10 
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2015 - Dubai, UAE 
Details from: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 
 

March 15-19 
North American No-Dig Show 2015 - Denver, USA 
Details from: http://nodigshow.com/ 
 

March 24-27  
NO DIG BERLIN - Berlin, Germany.  
Details from: www.nodigberlin.com 
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September 15-18 
BAUMA CONEXPO AFRICA - Johannesburg, South  
Africa 
Details from: www.bcafrica.com  
 

September 28-30 
No-Dig Istanbul 2015 - Istanbul, Turkey. 
Details from: www.nodigistanbul.com 

 
2016 
April 11-17 
Bauma 2016 - Munich, Germany 
Details from: www.bauma.de/en 
 

May30-June 3 
IFAT - Munich, Germany 
Details from: www.ifat.de/en 
 
 
 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would 
like to add it to this listing please forward details to: 
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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